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A Visual Overview of Our Recent Work

A note from our Executive Director,
It has been a really difficult year for all of us, but it feels like there is a light at
the end of the tunnel. Just when Covid is no longer the threat it was a few
months ago, Nepal and Kathmandu in particular, are facing the worst pollution
in their history. For the past 5 days, the air quality in Kathmandu has been in
the 450 range causing inflamed eyes, sore throats, and intense headaches.
Visibility is less than 1,000 feet and it has been for days and there is no sign of
relief! Still, our "on-the-ground" team is doing their best to monitor the nearly
50 children that have been recently reunited to assure their well-being and
safety. NGN will always be where they are needed and this situation is no
different.

You all have been there for us supporting the work we do. Thank you everyone
for all you have given over the years and continue to do. You make it all
possible!

Anna

$40,000 In Matching Funds Raised!!
Thanks to you we did it! We raised the funds we needed to release the entire

$20,000 in matching funds from One Day's Wages!! Now more Nepali children
will be rescued and reunified because of your help! Thank you.



Christmas Rescue!
On Christmas Day the Government of Nepal and NGN rescued 20 special

needs children.



Conor Reminisces on Meeting Anna
"Okay, you HAVE to read this: I have exactly one mentor - Buddhist nun and

Exec. Director of Next Generation Nepal, Anna Howe. In 2006, I was
desperate to find *anyone* able to navigate the rebel-controlled Himalayan
villages where all these trafficked kids were taken from. Anna, who lived in

Kathmandu, came alongside me. She knew the mountains better than anyone,
had helped hundreds of children, and faced down armed rebels by herself.

Six years after we first met, Anna joined NGN officially and leads it to this day.
She’s given her whole life to these kids."- NGN's Founder Conor Grennan



Reconnection Success!
Our Christmas rescue has already resulted in children being reconnected with

their families. Once our team makes sure that they will go back to a safe
environment, that is free from the risk of being re-trafficked, they will be fully

reintegrated and home for good.
Your donations do this!





Give the gift of a donation to NGN!
Looking for a great gift idea? No need to go shopping - it's all right here!

Give the "gift" of donating to bring Nepali children back home to their families. You
can make a donation to NGN and gift it to a friend or family member, and we will

send them a custom gift card from you. Click below for more information.
Whatever the occasion, you still have time for NGN to send out a greetings card on
behalf of someone dear to you - and at the same time, change the lives of a child

and their family!



Give the gift of helping the at-risk children of Nepal.

Two Goats for the Family
These two children were rescued by the government of Nepal and NGN in

February of 2020. Our team was able to find their family and return them fairly
quickly. And then Covid hit, making even basic needs unable to be met! During
our team's monitoring visits, they saw that the family had fallen on very difficult
times. NGN had no choice but to increase family support to them. The family

requested 2 goats that they believed would help them sustain themselves over
time. We readily agreed and two goats were searched for by the family and our
team - not just any goats, but two pregnant goats that would live and be cared
for by the family. Providing a long-term solution that will grow and help support

the family for years to come will take some of the economic pressure off the
family for a long time to come.

https://www.nextgenerationnepal.org/get-involved/donate-3/gift/




Your Donations Make This Work Happen!!

As always we are grateful for your support.

Best Regards,
Anna Howe
Executive Director
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